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devices. 22.10.2012 • Adobe
Flash Professional CS6 +
Portable.zip The product
features include: A new look
that makes everything faster,
easier, and more responsive
An industry-first integrated
browser, with full support for
HTML5, CSS, JavaScript,
and SVG This release further
unites Flash design and
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development with the Adobe
CS6 content creation tools,
including content authoring
with Dreamweaver
CS6.Nepal earthquake:
Thousands of migrants seek
shelter Published duration 19
April 2015 image copyright
AFP image caption
Thousands of migrants were
seen heading for the nearest
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villages Up to 10,000
migrants fleeing the Nepal
earthquake have been seen
heading for nearby villages.
Many are camped in fields
overnight to avoid the
dangers of moving on the
mountain passes. The Nepal
government says that the
number of people waiting to
cross into India has reached
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40,000. Tens of thousands of
quake survivors are still
camped in makeshift shelters
in Kathmandu. Officials say
some 80% of buildings in the
city are damaged or
destroyed. There are fears
that aftershocks could trigger
landslides and further
damage to roads and bridges.
An estimated 5.7 million
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people have been displaced
by the earthquake, which
struck on Saturday. Trauma
fears Two camps for the
thousands of migrants were
set up in Nepal's Solukhumbu
district, about 30km (20
miles) from the India border.
A Nepalese army officer told
the BBC that many people,
who had camped out
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overnight, were still walking
towards the nearest villages.
"They say that many of their
families were killed and their
houses were destroyed. So
they feel it is better to go to
the safer place," the officer
said. Most of the migrants are
carrying light baggage. They
hope to reach India, their
only real destination, before
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the monsoon season sets in in
mid-June. In Kathmandu,
many quake survivors are left
reeling from the trauma of
the earthquake, which has
left the country reeling from
the trauma of the earthquake,
which has left the country
reeling from the trauma of
the earthquake, 2d92ce491b
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